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Product Information 

Curveline Management solutions are 

designed to allow companies to easily 

turn the volumes of data they collect 

and store into meaningful information. 

When key information is readily 

accessible, you can make better and 

timelier business decisions.  

Curveline offers  a comprehensive 

suite of data analytics and reporting 

solutions to allow individuals 

throughout a company to assess 

business performance from a number 

of angles, based on data from 

numerous sources. A shared, 

consolidated view of key business 

performance measurements is crucial 

in supporting decision-making. 
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CMS Overview: 

CMS provides an intuitive user 

interface with in-built workflow and 

dashboard engines. Departmental 

managers can easily review and 

approve/reject the data and also 

check the latest status of the 

reporting entities on a real-time 

basis. Also powerful real-time 

intercompany matching and 

reconciliation can be done which 

helps the headquarters to do a 

faster closing. Logic is 

customizable and cross-rate 

translation, group adjustments, 

allocations and consolidation can 

be done with ease.  

Curveline Management Solutions (CMS) – Features 1 

Workflow 

CMS workflow can be created by a 

simple drag and drop feature. The 

workflow can be assigned to 

different businesses, groups and 

users. Every user can be assigned 

to multiple businesses and 

taskflows. Each workflow 

component can be customized to 

include a due-date. IT skills are 

not required to manage the 

workflows. Business administrators 

can easily manage the components 

in workflows because of its easy to 

learn interface. 

The Review Process 

CMS has a well-defined review 

process control mechanism. 

Administrators centrally control the 

reporting event by opening and 

closing all entities. Input users will 

submit their data for approval. The 

data once submitted cannot be 

changed by the data owners or by 

the reviewers. Reviewers can only 

view and approve or reject the 

data. The reviewers can further 

submit the data to the higher level 

for approval. The entire review 

process can be seen online by all 

the reporting entities. Both 

summary and detailed level status 

of the entities can be verified. 

Summary Report 

CMS Workflow. 

The review process mechanism 

controls the entire reporting 

event. Administrators and 

reviewers can instantaneously 

view the data of the reporting 

entities with their status. The 

reporting entities can send any 

attachments to the reviewers 

along with the mail. The due-

date mechanism in workflow will 

display an alarm signal when a 

reporting event is reaching its 

deadline. 



 

 

  

Data Entry 

Administrators can easily build the 

input packages as the interface is 

excel-like. The input forms can be 

organized as sheets and the sheets 

can include both text and 

numbers. Security access can be 

assigned to individual sheets. Also 

excel formula can be assigned to 

cells in sheets. Comments can be 

entered at cell level and break-

down of numbers can be input at 

cell level. As CMS uses excel-like 

input for managing forms, special 

skills are not required to manage 

the input forms.  
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Real-time Intercompany 
Matching and 

Reconciliation 

Intercompany data can be 

matchedon a real-time basis. 

Matching can be done with 

transaction and group currency. 

The review process control 

mechanism will catch the status of 

the Intercompany input data. 

Matching reports can be created at 

both input level to compare the 

data with the respective partners 

and a detailed matching report can 

be created for the administrators. 

As the matching is done in real-

time the headquarters will save lot 

of time and can achieve faster 

closing and spend more time on 

analysis. 

Intercompany Matching Report 

Key points of Intercompany 

Matching: 

1. Transaction currency 

matching – Real time 

2. Group Currency Matching – 

Real time 

3. Review process mechanism 

– status of intercompany 

data 

4. Detailed and departmental 

level intercompany reports 

Key points of Data Entry: 

1. Excel Like interface 

2. Cell level comments 

3. Cell level detail data input 

4. Centrally controlled review-

process mechanism 

5. Sheet level security access 

6. Multiple validations 

7. IT skills not required to build 

the package CMS Input Package 



 

 

  

Multi-Dimensional 

Analysis 

CMS employs the powerful OLAP 

technique to analyze the data. 

Data can be sliced and diced 

across rows and columns. Analysis 

can be done using excel and also 

with the powerful pivot analysis 

which comes as a part of the CMS 

package. Data can be further 

drilled down to transaction level. 

Various types of data can be 

analyzed – input data, translated 

data, eliminated data, consolidated 

data. Variance analysis can be 

done across different category, 

versions, years and rollups. 

Multiple segment analysis and ratio 

analysis also forms a part of the 

powerful CMS analytic engine. 
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Dashboard Analysis 

CMS dashboards are easily 

customizable and highly interactive. 

Data can be drilled down to 

transactional level. Similar to analysis 

engine, different type of data –  input 

data, local adjustment data, 

translation data, groupd adjustment 

data, consolidated data can be 

analyzed, apart from variance and 

key ratio analysis. CMS provided 

different types of dashboards. 

Dashboards will display data 

according to the user security rights. 

Administrators can easily create the 

dashboards by the simple drag and 

drop features. 

CMS Pivot Analysis 

Key points of Analysis 

1. Variance Analysis 

2. Ratio Analysis 

3. Different type of data 

analysis 

4. Segment based analysis 

5. Excel based analysis 

6. Data slicing and dicing 

7. Multiple types of 

dashboards 

8. Easily customizable 

Analysis using excel 

Dashboard – Rainfall 



 

 

  

Translation 

CMS has a powerful built-in 

translation logic which we can 

meet most of the client 

requirements. Rates can be 

directly assigned to account and 

custom dimensions. Also 

customizable logic can be written 

to accommodate special 

requirements. CMS translation 

engine also takes care of cross 

currency translation and 

translation adjusments. Rollup data 

can be converted to multiple 

currencies. 
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Reports 

Similar to the data input packages, 

CMS reports are easy to create and 

can be assigned user specific access 

rights. Users can also create their 

own reports. 

CMS - Consolidation 

Key points of Consolidation 

Engine 

1. Cross Currency Translation 

2. Multi-Currency Translation 

3. In-built translation logic 

4. Automatic Inter-company 

elimination 

5. Customizable logic 

6. Multiple rollup consolidation 

7. Consolidation Scheduling 

8. Stop, cancel and re-run of 

consolidation process 

9. Parallel running of 

consolidation and 

dashboard/analysis queries 

Elimination 

CMS eliminates inter-company data 

as per the rules defined in the logic 

file. Intercompany difference will 

be automatically plugged into an 

offset account.  

Consolidation 

Consolidation engine will rollup data 

finally to all the parent entities. 

Consolidation process can be scheduled, 

stopped, cancelled and re-run at any 

point of time.  Consolidation can also be 

run across multiple organizations. 

CMS - Report 

CMS – Consolidation Status 



 

 

Import/Export Metadata 

CMS dimensions can be exported 

to and imported in text formats. 

Curveline Management Solutions (CMS) – Features 5 

Advantages of using CMS: 

1. All built-in one platform 

2. Less implementation cycle 

3. Less maintenance costs 

4. In-built translation/elimination and consolidation engines 

5. Powerful and easy-to-build workflows 

6. Easy creation of data input packages and reports 

7. Centrally controlled review process 

8. Business/Groups/Users based workflow 

9. Automatic user registration and mail services 

10. Easy to build interactive dashboards 

11. Variance and Ratio analysis 

12. No reliance on 3
rd

 party OLAP engines. 

13. Powerful OLAP modeling 

14. Drill down to transactional level. 

Architecture 

CMS architecture is highly scalable 

and can be deployed across 

different databases. By adopting 

the CMS environmental setup, 

users can be scaled from 10 to 

1000s of users. 

Import/Export Data 

CMS data can be exported to and 

imported in text formats. 

Announcement 

CMS Administrators can use the 

announcement screen to communicate 

with the end users about the reporting 

event schedule, dates and changes in 

input package contents. 

- For more details and for a product demo mail to contact@sysveda.com with your contact details - 
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